Automation and validation of DNA-banking systems.
DNA banking is one of the central capabilities on which modern genetic research rests. The DNA-banking system plays an essential role in the flow of genetic data from patients and genetics researchers to the application of genetic research in the clinic. Until relatively recently, large collections of DNA samples were not common in human genetics. Now, collections of hundreds of thousands of samples are common in academic institutions and private companies. Automation of DNA banking can dramatically increase throughput, eliminate manual errors and improve the productivity of genetics research. An increased emphasis on pharmacogenetics and personalized medicine has highlighted the need for genetics laboratories to operate within the principles of a recognized quality system such as good laboratory practice (GLP). Automated systems are suitable for such laboratories but require a level of validation that might be unfamiliar to many genetics researchers. In this article, we use the AstraZeneca automated DNA archive and reformatting system (DART) as a case study of how such a system can be successfully developed and validated within the principles of GLP.